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Abstract
Quantitative information about the variation in natural isotopic abundances in water is of great importance in a variety 
of fields. Due to the wide range of applications and types of samples, it is necessary that isotopic analyses have preci-
sion, accuracy and reproducibility. The present study compares the techniques of cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) 
and isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) for the determination of the isotopic ratios of 2H/1H and 18O/16O in water in 
the two secondary standards, denoted PB3 and PB4, and in a certified material, GISP, Greenland Ice Sheet Precipitation, 
used as a quality tester of such measurements. The traditional method for measuring isotopic ratios is IRMS. Because 
of the nature of the molecule, the samples are not introduced directly into the mass spectrometer. Instead, the water is 
chemically converted to  CO2 and  H2. The other technique, CRDS, is a system of laser absorption that has great potential 
for the detection of atomic and molecular species with high sensitivity by measuring the light absorption ratio as a 
function of time, confined within an optical cavity of high finesse. In this technique, the water sample is converted into 
steam without undergoing conversion processes. Parametric (test T) and nonparametric (Wilcoxon) statistical tests were 
performed to compare the results obtained in the system, and CRDS and IRMS are from the same population. The values 
of the isotopic abundances of the two secondary standards [PB3, δD = − 1.9 ± 0.4 (‰) and δ18O = − 2.19 ± 0.24 (‰) and 
PB4, δ2H = − 71.4 ± 0.4 (‰) and δ18O = − 10.08 ± 0.19 (‰)] were determined with accuracy. For the certified standard GISP, 
values of δ2H = − 189.3 ± 0.5 (‰) and δ18O = − 24.69 ± 0.20 (‰) were obtained. Both techniques have factors that interfere 
with the accuracy of the measurements and require corrections. Comparing the results revealed that there was a greater 
accuracy for measurements with CRDS and greater precision for IRMS. However, the results are within the tolerance range 
of 0.2‰ for δ18O and 2.0‰ for δ2H in isotope hydrology.

Keywords CRDS · IRMS · Isotopic ratios

1 Introduction

Stable and radioactive isotopes are ideal tracers in a wide 
range of research fields. The measurements of the ratios 
of 2H/1H and 18O/16O in water are some of the most impor-
tant applications of isotope-ratio mass spectrometry.

The results were expressed in ‰ (per mil) in relation to 
Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW):

where X = 18O (oxygen) or 2H (deuterium) and R = 18O/16O 
for oxygen and 2H/1H for deuterium.

�X =
[(
RSample − RStandart

)
∕RStandart

]
× 1000(‰),
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Quantitative information about the natural variations 
in the isotopic abundances in water is an indispensable 
research tool that can be applied to various fields, such 
as hydrology, palaeoclimatology, atmospheric physics, 
geochemistry and the metabolic study of biomedicine for 
humans and animals and in forensic research [1–4]. Due to 
this wide variety of applications and thus sample types, 
the analysis of isotopic variations presents high precision 
as well as accuracy and reproducibility. New methods for 
isotope analysis are being proposed, and older methods 
are being improved. The conventional method used for 
more than 40 years in the analysis of isotopic abundances 
is isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS).

A relatively new technique, applied in the determina-
tion of the abundances of stable isotopes, has been used 
on a large scale. This is cavity ring-down spectroscopy 
(CRDS), a laser absorption technique that has great poten-
tial for the detection of atomic and molecular species with 
a high sensitivity. In CRDS, a laser pulse is stored on an 
optical cavity that contains the sample, and the pulse 
decay is monitored by a detector that measures the inten-
sity of the light transmitted through one of the mirrors [5].

The aim of this study was to compare the effectiveness 
of the CRDS and IRMS techniques regarding precision and 
accuracy. It was conducted with two different laboratory 
water standards, denoted PB3 and PB4. The international 
standard, GISP, was used as a quality tester. Finally, statisti-
cal tests, the T test and the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test, 
were performed with R software [6] to determine whether 
the measurements performed with IRMS and CRDS are 
equal.

The goal of the statistical analysis in this paper is to 
determine the values of δ18O and δ2H in the secondary 
standards, PB3 and PB4, and in the international standard, 
GISP, used as a calibration quality control and to quantify 
the dispersion of the data. To obtain this result, the same 
procedure of inter-laboratory comparison exercise used 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, and con-
ducted in [7–10], was adopted. These exercises evaluated 
the performance (precision and accuracy) of individual 
laboratories regarding the reference values of δ18O and 
δ2H of previously determined samples. With that, the value 
of standard reference GISP was determined.

The statistical treatment consists of two stages: The first 
stage evaluates the measurements, ruling out the dispa-
rate values or outliers based on the frequency distribution 
of the values after determining the upper and lower quar-
tiles and the inter-quartile range. The values that went 
through this stage provide a provisional average. In the 
second stage, the accuracy and precision of the results are 
examined. First, the results were evaluated based on the 
difference between the observed isotopic value, δ(i), and 
the provisional average, m, divided by the standard 

deviation, si, of each observed isotope value. The results 
with ||

|

(
�i −m

)|
|
|
∕si values of more than two were discarded. 

This procedure tests the accuracy of a measurement based 
on your own precision given by the standard deviation. 
The second stage assessed if the measurements, disre-
garding their deviations, were accurate within the toler-
ance of ± 0.2‰ and ± 2.0‰ in relation to the reference 
values for δ18O and δ2H, respectively, in studies of isotope 
hydrology.

2  Isotope‑ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS)

In this work, IRMS measurements were performed using 
a Thermo Finnigan MAT Plus DELTA model. Here, the mag-
netic sector-type mass has a maximum intensity of 0.75 T, 
covering a range of up to 70 amu for a maximum accel-
eration voltage of 3 kV. In instruments for isotopic meas-
urements of light elements such as H, C, N, O and S, the 
magnetic fields are created by electromagnets that are 
configured to keep the magnetic field B fixed. With this, 
you can focus a beam of ions with a given m/q ratio in a 
sink by varying the accelerating voltage of the ions and 
the magnetic field.

A sample of water cannot be introduced directly 
into the source of ionization because water vapour is 
not compatible with the vacuum system of IRMS. Sam-
ples must undergo a process of chemical conversion or 
exchange to produce specific gases that are analysed in 
the spectrometer.

For measurements of δ18O, the method proposed by 
[11] was applied in the sample preparation. This method 
establishes isotope equilibrium between known isotopic 
ratios of carbonic gas with 0.3% He and 0.5 ml of water at 
a constant temperature of 25.0 °C for a period of one to 
2 days at rest.

The process of balance occurs in small jars placed in a 
GasBench II system, Thermo Finnigan, coupled to the mass 
spectrometer.

During the time of equilibrium isotopic exchange 
between water and  CO2, if the molar quantity of  CO2 is 
much smaller than that of the water, then, after the time 
of balance, the δ18O is transferred to the carbon dioxide. 
Finally, the  CO2 gas, marked with the δ18O from the water 
sample, is sent in a continuous stream through an inter-
face open split to the isotope-ratio mass spectrometer for 
analysis. This interface of the GasBench II system, Thermo 
Finnigan, manages the entry of the reference gas and the 
sample, as well as the injection and dilution in the spec-
trometer. For each vial, 15 peaks are obtained, the first 5 
being the reference gas and the last 10 being isotopically 
marked  CO2 gas. The resulting δ18O value is an average of 
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these 10 peaks. For the correction of the δ18O in  CO2, the 
method proposed by Craig is used [12].

To determine the D/H ratio, we used the method pre-
sented by Brand et al. [13], which proposed transforming 
water into hydrogen by reducing the water to hundreds 
of degrees Celsius with chrome metal. Approximately 1.0-
μl aliquots of the water sample are injected into a reactor 
H/DEVICE connected to the Thermo Finnigan mass spec-
trometer, where the chromium oxidation reaction occurs 
at 850 °C and  H2 is released.

Unlike the  CO2, the  H2 resulting from the above reaction 
is not sent on a continuous flow to the mass spectrometer. 
 H2 was analysed using a dual-inlet system [14].

The hydrogen isotopic composition is given by the 
ratio between a mass of 3 amu (2H1H) and a mass of 2 amu 
(1H1H). However, the source of ionization induces the for-
mation of the ion  H3

+, which contributes to the signal of 
the  H2H+ ion by increasing the ratio of the masses. To avoid 
this influence, must determine the  H3

+ factor, whose unit 
is given in ppm/mV [14, 15].

3  Infrared spectrometry–CRDS

The experimental apparatus consists of a Picarro L2120 
model-I spectrometer for the isotope analysis of water, 
containing a ring-down type resonant cavity of 25 cm, 
formed by three highly reflective mirrors with an effective 
optical length of approximately 25 km and a laser source 
operating at approximately 1.39 μm (Fig. 1). After cleaning 
sequences, evacuation and filling the cavity with  N2 gas 
to 99.999% purity, approximately 2 µl of water is injected 

in a vaporizer maintained at 110 °C. In the steamer, the 
water vapour is mixed with  H2, forming a homogeneous 
mixture for 90 s, which is sent to the analyser in a steady 
stream of 30 ml/min.

Most relatively small molecules that are of environmen-
tal interest, at room temperature and low pressure in the 
gas phase, reveal infrared absorption spectra. The resulting 
spectra are highly sensitive to the isotopic substitution of 
molecules. In general, all optical techniques depend on 
the record of spectral characteristics that can be exclu-
sively attributed to the isotopes of interest [16].

CRDS is a direct absorption spectroscopic technique 
of high sensitivity based on the determination of a time 
constant for the exponential decay of light emitted from 
the optical cavity. A small amount (ppm) of the light pulse 
enters the cavity for transmission, which is mostly reflected 
[17]. In conventional absorption spectroscopic techniques, 
determining the absorption coefficient is more time-con-
suming because it is related to the measurement of an 
intensity ratio, whereas in CRDS, the absorption coefficient 
is related to the measurement of the rate of absorption of 
light circulating in the cavity.

The analysis of the spectra and vibrational states can 
determine the relative abundance of isotopes because the 
vibrational frequency depends on the masses of the atoms 
in the molecule through the reduced mass. Therefore, if a 
sample has two isotopic species, the vibrational frequen-
cies and power levels will be slightly different for the two 
types of molecules. Their spectral lines, consequently, will 
be displaced from each other. By measuring the spectral 
intensities, i.e. the isotope effect, it is possible to obtain 
the relative abundance of the two isotopes, similar to the 
values obtained in mass spectrometry.

The decay of a light pulse injected into the cavity is 
monitored by a detector that measures the intensity trans-
mitted through one of the mirrors. This is expressed as a 
simple exponential decay due to molecular absorption 
and loss in the mirrors. The attenuation of light travelling 
through the sample is measured, and the intensity trans-
mitted through the cavity follows the Beer–Lambert law.

The intensity measured by the photodetector decays 
exponentially as a function of time, being the decay time 
ring-down

where L is the length of the cavity, c is the speed of light 
and R is the reflectance of the mirrors.

A small fraction of the light is transmitted through one 
of the mirrors to the detector for each complete cycle.

The ring-down time is defined by

� =
L

c(1 − R)

� =
L

c(1 − R + �L)

Fig. 1  Schematic diagram (Source: Modified from  www.PICAR 
RO.com)

http://www.PICARRO.com
http://www.PICARRO.com
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where � is the coefficient of absorption.
However, strictly speaking, one should consider the 

extinction due to light scattering and absorption by the 
various species present in the cavity. These contributions 
are represented by the coefficient of absorption, which 
depends on the frequency: �(�) . Therefore, a more general 
expression for the time of ring-down is given by:

where the sum is performed over all the species i with 
frequency-dependent absorption or section and the den-
sity of the integrated line number. If the absorption is due 
to a single species, it implies that �(�) = N(�) , where N is 
the density of the absorber (number of molecules per unit 
volume) and �(�) is the cross section of absorption.

The exponential decay of ring-down is obeyed when 
the characteristic absorption line width is much broader 
than the line width of light circling the cavity. If the line 
width of the pulse is wider than the width of an absorption 
line, only those frequencies that are in resonance will be 
absorbed by the sample and attenuated by the mirrors, 
whereas the out-of-resonance frequencies are attenuated 
by the mirrors. This generally causes no exponential decay 
[5].

The sample fills the entire cavity so that the absorption 
coefficient can be obtained by subtracting the losses in a 
cavity with a sample from the losses in a cavity without a 
sample � = 0.

Such a relationship shows that the absorption does not 
depend on the length of the cavity or any other param-
eters. The absolute measurement of molecular absorption 
is determined by the measurement of two decay rates or 
two ring-down times (t and t0), as shown in Fig. 2.

� =
L

c
�
1 − R(�) +

∑
i �i(�) ∫

L
0
Ni(x)dx

�

�(�) =
1

c

(
1

�(�)
−

1

�0(�)

)

After the “laser shutoff”, no light is injected into the 
cavity during the measurement of the decay rate, so the 
technique is practically immune to laser noise.

4  Results and discussion

IRMS is the most commonly used technique to meas-
ure isotope ratio. However, to study water samples with 
IRMS, water cannot be introduced directly into the mass 
spectrometer and must prepared according to the meth-
ods described by [11, 13] to obtain  CO2 and  H2. Chemi-
cal conversion can also introduce errors in the measure-
ment, and then, correction must be applied. In particular, 
the reduction of  H2 is accompanied by a comprehensive 
fraction that, combined with the H+

3
 factor correction, pro-

vides even more precision in the determination of δ2H. 
The typical accuracy of this method is of 1‰. The H+

3
 fac-

tor must remain constant for a series of measurements 
to determine the 2H/H ratio with a precision of < 0.5‰. 
Therefore, as the H+

3
 factor cannot be determined with 

the required accuracy, it is advisable to measure a series 
of samples with the same H+

3
 factor. The advantage lies in 

the fact that the errors in the precise knowledge of the H+
3

 
factor can be corrected by adjusting the differences meas-
ured with known differences of a pair of patterns, i.e. the 
VSMOW–SLAP scale.

In CRDS, the preparation of the water sample is not nec-
essary. Water rates are injected in a vaporizer to produce 
steam that is sent to the analyser together with a drag gas 
 (N2). The optical cavity, a system of measurement based on 
the ring-down time, does a scan of the selected spectral 
lines to quantify the spectral characteristics of the mol-
ecules in the gas phase, specifically the absorption lines 
only for 1H16O1H, 1H18O1H and 1H16O2H. A careful selection 
of spectral characteristics is important to ensure that there 
is no interference from other species with similar absorp-
tion. A temperature control is also important because the 
intensity of the line depends on the number of molecules 
in the lower level of the transition, and a change in tem-
perature redistributes the population of the rotational 
levels of the fundamental vibrational state [18].

A similar absorption for the different isotopes is desired 
to promote a comparable signal to noise ratio for all spec-
tral lines of interest within a narrow wavelength range, 
limited by the laser band tuning [19]. With the decay time-
based measurement of the intensity of the light beam, it 
is possible to determine the coefficient of absorption and 
consequently the isotopic values of hydrogen and oxygen, 
simultaneously. Figure 3 shows a typical spectrum with 
spectral characteristics belonging to the four isotopo-
logues of interest. Each isotopologue exhibits character-
istic of absorption for a specific spectrum range. According 

Fig. 2  Time to “Ring Down” (Source: Modified from  www.PICAR 
RO.com)

http://www.PICARRO.com
http://www.PICARRO.com
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to database HITRAN 2014 [20], the first peak is due to the 
absorption of H2

18O, the second is due to the absorption 
of H2

16O, and the third is due to the two absorptions close 
to H2

16O and 1H2HO.
However, in the laser measurements, there is a large 

memory effect that must be considered when conduct-
ing the measurements. As the cavity cannot be evacuated 
quickly because it would cause condensation in the mir-
rors, thus reducing the reflectivity, other methods should 
be used to reduce the memory effect. The new water 
sample is mixed with the remnants of the previous sam-
ple due primarily to the adsorption of water on the walls 
of the steamer. The viscous nature of the water provides 
a great memory effect, as shown in Fig. 4. The values of 
δ18O obtained after the fifth measurement are distributed 
randomly around the unit, eliminating any memory effect 
correction. However, for δ2H, the ratio between the meas-
ured value and the average value tends to asymptotic 
units according to the adjustment function y = y0 + aebx . 
A correction factor shall be determined for each nth as a 
sequence of the same sample. Figure 5 shows the random 
behaviour of δ18O around the unit or the median value, 
as well as the asymptotic behaviour of δ2H. Checking the 
normality of the data using R software [6] revealed that 
the isotopic values for δ18O follow a normal distribution 
with a significance level p value = 0.3203 after omitting the 
first three measurements. The values for δ2H do not have a 
normal distribution until nine measurements are omitted. 
This implies the need for a correction for δ2H because they 
involve approximately eight steps in an analysis.

A gradual decrease in interference (the memory effect) 
is noted after the first measurements. Such interference 
can be performed, assuming that the water adsorption 
occurs in the layers. The upper layers mix easily and cause 
the rapid variation seen in the first steps. The deeper lay-
ers generate slower variations. It is not possible to remove 

IE and immediately clean the system for the next sample 
injection. The cleaning process is done by vacuum pumps 
that remove some of the water molecules. Cleaning the 
optical cavity cannot be very fast, as this may cause con-
densation on the mirrors due to the rapid expansion of 
gas.

The memory effect is controlled by considering the 
number of measurements and the order in which the sam-
ples are injected. The results of the first measurements of a 
sequence are rejected, and samples are sequenced to min-
imize the influence of the previous sample on the follow-
ing sample; for this purpose, a work routine was adopted 
that interleaves samples and patterns with empties (the 
injection of air or a water sample with isotopic values close 
to the previous sample). This decreases the influence of 
the SLAP standard with values of δ2H = − 427.5‰ and 
δ18O = − 55.5‰, on the next sample (unknown) and the 
sample on the VSMOW. The memory effect between sam-
ples of the same array can be disposed, being a limiting 
factor of the accuracy of laser-based systems.
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Fig. 3  Absorption spectrum of the isotopic species of water. 
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Fig. 4  Memory effect test for CRDS. In the analysis, the first steps 
were slightly dispersed in relation to the standard line
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In traditional mass spectrometry, the memory effect is 
also present. The effect appears due to gas adsorption on 
solder, copper gaskets and the joints of polymers. The ion 
source must be chemically inert gases  (CO2 and  H2). The 
hot filament can change the composition of the gas, and 
the reaction with  CO2 in the presence of a pulse of  H2O in 
the carbides can form ions. In addition, carbide tungsten 
oxide is formed on the surface of the filament by inter-
action with  CO2,  O2 or  H2O [21]. The hydrogen gas reacts 
with the oxide layers on the filament, producing traces of 
water that temporarily generate an extra signal H+

3
 factor. 

Therefore, when configuring the equipment to measure 
 H2 after having measured  CO2, it is necessary to wait for 
hours until the filament and the equipment as a whole are 
conditioned. The memory effect can be tested by meas-
uring two samples of different isotopic compositions in 
series and checking the transition between them. There 
was no significant memory effect in measurements con-
ducted with IRMS.

The measurements were normalized using the two-
point linear normalization method proposed by Coplen 
et al. [22]. A linear regression equation is used to normal-
ize the measurement of the δ values of GISP, PB3 and PB4 
regarding the isotopic reference VSMOW–SLAP scale. Fol-
lowing the principle of identical treatment, the standards 
and samples undergo the same analytical process. Such 
a standardization, δT = aδM + b, where δT is the true value 
and δM is the measured value, assumes that any system-
atic error introduced during analysis is linear for the CRDS 
method and IRMS.

From the analysis of the distribution of data, the meas-
urements that did not show a normal distribution were not 
referenced by their weighted average, but by their median 
value due to the asymmetry of the distribution. The asym-
metry was observed in GISP for measurements of δ18O 
with IRMS and CRDS, in PB3 for measurements of δ2H and 
δ18O with IRMS and in PB4 for measurements of δ2H and 
δ18O with IRMS and CRDS. These results (without the sta-
tistical treatment), for each separate system, are presented 
in Table 1. Table 2 shows the final results obtained after 

Fig. 5  Memory effect test for CRDS on a logarithmic scale

Table 1  Isotopic values of the default certificate and secondary 
patterns GISP, PB3 and PB4 for the CRDS and IRMS methods with-
out the application of the statistical method

N is the number of measurements performed

Samples CRDS N IRMS N

δ18O VSMOW–SLAP ± Sδ (‰)
 PB3 − 2.18 ± 0.28 93 − 2.32 ± 0.41 98
 PB4 − 10.10 ± 0.29 90 − 10.08 ± 0.22 98
 GISP − 24.68 ± 0.24 47 − 24.52 ± 0.24 38
δ2H VSMOW–SLAP ± Sδ (‰)
 PB3 − 2.0 ± 0.5 43 − 2.0 ± 0.5 57
 PB4 − 71.6 ± 0.9 56 − 71.2 ± 0.3 51
 GISP − 189.3 ± 0.8 31 − 189.3 ± 0.5 20

Table 2  Isotopic values for the default GISP and work patterns PB3 
and PB4 for the CRDS and IRMS methods with the application of 
the statistical treatment

The values in parentheses are the number of measurements not 
rejected in the statistical treatment

Samples CRDS N IRMS N

δ18O VSMOW–SLAP ± Sδ (‰)
 PB3 − 2.14 ± 0.24 93 (65) − 2.25 ± 0.27 98 (37)
 PB4 − 10.10 ± 0.21 90 (68) − 10.09 ± 0.17 98 (44)
 GISP − 24.77 ± 0.18 47 (33) − 24.53 ± 0.19 38 (37)
δ2H VSMOW–SLAP ± Sδ (‰)
 PB3 − 2.0 ± 0.4 43 (38) − 1.9 ± 0.2 57 (34)
 PB4 − 71.7 ± 0.5 56 (39) − 71.2 ± 0.3 51 (45)
 GISP − 189.2 ± 0.6 31 (21) − 189.3 ± 0.2 20 (13)
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applying the statistical method of the inter-comparison 
exercise of the IAEA, with the analysis of the distribution of 
data. Asymmetric distributions were found in PB4 for δ2H 
and δ18O using CRDS and IRMS. Table 3 shows the results 
for the international standard, GISP, and the working 
standards, PB3 and PB4. In this table, all the results were 
combined, and the statistical treatment and normality test 

were applied. It was verified that the population does not 
follow a normal distribution for both δ18O and δ2H.  

Figure 6 shows the distributed values for the two meth-
ods, CRDS and IRMS. It is found that both methods follow 
the same behaviour. However, as shown, the error bars for 
the measurements taken with the laser system are greater 
for δ2H.

Table 3  Isotopic values for the default GISP and work patterns PB3 and PB4 for the CRDS and IRMS methods with all results combined for 
calibration of secondary standards in the application of the statistical treatment

The values in parentheses are the number of rejected measurements in stages of the statistical treatment

Samples δ18O VSMOW–SLAP ± Sδ (‰) N δ2H VSMOW–SLAP ± Sδ (‰) n

PB3 − 2.19 ± 0.24 195 (95) − 1.9 ± 0.4 104 (30)
PB4 − 10.08 ± 0.19 193 (81) − 71.4 ± 0.4 111 (35)
GISP − 24.69 ± 0.20 89 (39) − 189.3 ± 0.5 53 (19)
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Fig. 6  In this image, open circles are the measurements obtained 
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values for δ18O and δ2H in PB3 for both methods within the range 
of tolerance. c, f The range of values for δ18O and δ2H in PB4 for 
both methods within the range of tolerance
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This is due to the influence of a large memory effect 
found in this system, primarily for hydrogen. Statistical 
tests were conducted to check if the averages of the two 
populations (average obtained in CRDS and IRMS) are 
equal. For this, we used the T test (parametric) and the 
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test (nonparametric). The tests 
were performed using R software [6]. For parametric tests, 
it is necessary that the data from a population have a nor-
mal distribution. The nonparametric test does not depend 
on the population distribution of the data. However, for 
both, the sample is random. The hypotheses for the two 
independent populations (CRDS and IRMS) were: H0—the 
two samples are from the same population, and H1—the 
two samples come from different populations. The deci-
sion rule is to reject the null hypothesis if the p value is less 
than the significance level α = 0.05. The T test was applied 
when the use requirements were served (normal condi-
tion). If the conditions for the T test were not satisfied, 
then Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test were applied. Apply-
ing the tests on the results after processing the data, it 
was found that the null hypothesis was rejected for PB4 (p 
value = 2.38 × 10−7) in measurements of δ2H and for PB3 (p 
value = 0.003399) and GISP (p value = 0.006845) in meas-
urements of δ18O.

Table 4 shows the tests applied to PB3, PB4 and GISP for 
δ18O and δ2H, as well as their p values. The comparison of 
the empirical data distribution of the two groups can be 
visually verified with the box plot.

Points outside these limits are found to be discrep-
ant values or outliers. The box plot was used for a visual 
comparison of two populations (CRDS and IRMS). In Fig. 7, 
comparisons are presented between the measured data 
sets of CRDS and IRMS for δ2H and δ18O. Analysing the box 
plot reveals that there are disparate points that promote 
the difference between the medians.

The box plot is used to assess the variance between 
the empirical data sets. The box plot is formed by the 
first and third quartiles and the median. The lower 
and upper stems extend, respectively, from the lower 
quartile to the smallest value not less than the lower 
limit and from the upper quartile to the highest value 
that does not exceed the upper limit. The limits are 
calculated: lower bound = Q1 − 1.5(Q3–Q1) and upper 
limit = Q3 + 1.5(Q3–Q1).

This might be related to the fractionation process and/
or memory effect. GISP was used for quality control or to 
assess success of the calibration. Figure 8 shows the values 
for both methods, treated together, and the benchmark 
for the standard certified GISP (δ2H = − 189.5 ± 1.2‰ and 
δ18O = − 24.76 ± 0.09‰). Some values could not be dis-
played due to the chosen scale. The values do not differ 
substantially from the reference value within the range of 
tolerance in isotope hydrology. However, the value of δ18O 
in IRMS was on the threshold of tolerance. This is due to 
the possible effects of fractionation in the isotope balance 
in the preparation process.

5  Conclusion

To date, only optical methods can measure the isotopic 
compositions of the oxygen and hydrogen in water simul-
taneously and without any pre-treatment. Kerstel et al. [23] 
reported the first simultaneous determination of δ2H, δ17O 
and δ18O by means of infrared laser spectroscopy.

It can be concluded that there is a difference between 
populations, i.e. there is a difference between the meth-
ods. This may be associated with potential system interfer-
ence fluctuations due to contamination, a memory effect, 
fractionation, the H+

3
 factor and temperature.

However, the averages and medians obtained from 
both methods are within the range of tolerance in hydro-
logical studies.

Thus, it can be concluded that the secondary standards 
PB3 and PB4 are well determined and that the CRDS tech-
nique presents a promising alternative for determining 
hydrogen and oxygen isotopes in water samples. How-
ever, laser methodology, which is conceptually simpler, 
does not require much physical space for the installation 
of equipment, requires less time for analysis, is less expen-
sive and does not require the pre-treatment of samples, 
excluding a major source of errors due to possible isotopic 
fractionation. In addition, in situ measurements are pos-
sible, something impractical for IRMS. Furthermore, this 
technology ensures that only the spectrum of the sub-
stance of interest is recorded, which reduces interference 
from other species.

Table 4  Statistical tests 
and results of p value 
measurements of δ2H and δ18O 
performed with CRDS and 
IRMS for PB3 and PB4 samples 
and GISP

Samples δ2H δ18O

PB3 PB4 GISP PB3 PB4 GISP

T test X X X
Wilcoxon X X X
p value 0.4217 3.28 × 10−7 0.2492 0.003399 0.6621 0.006845
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Fig. 7  Box plot in left side shows the variation in the values of δ18O in GISP, PB3 and PB4. The box plot in right side shows the variation in the 
values of δ2H in GISP, PB3 and PB4. The open circles are the outlier data, and the gross line is the median value
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